[The effect of intracellular concentrations of tRNA, corresponding to the rare arginine codons AGG and AGA, on the gene expression in Escherichia coli].
Influence of increased arginine concentrations of tRNA's corresponding to rare codons AGG and AGA was studied in the model system constructed earlier. The model system is a chimeric gene consisting of CAT gene fragment, part of the gene encoding for alpha-domain of beta-galactosidase E. coli and a series of synthetic inserts enriched with codons AGG and AGA. In order to increase the intracellular tRNA concentration the natural gene of AGA-specific tRNA and the artificial gene of AGG-specific tRNA were cloned in plasmid under the control of p15A ori compatible with co1EI ori and used for maintaining the model gene. It was shown that the artificial AGG-specific tRNA gene produces a functionally active tRNA. A steep rise in the synthesis of polypeptide encoded by the model template containing rare codons was demonstrated when the genes of tRNAs recognizing these codons were propagated in the multicopy plasmid. It was shown that AGA-specific tRNA efficiently translates both AGA and AGG codons while AGG-specific tRNA - only AGG codons.